A History of Modernist Poetry examines innovative anglophone poetries from decadence to the post-war period. The first of its three parts considers formal and contextual issues, including myth, politics, gender, and race, while the second and third parts discuss a wide range of individual poets, including Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, W. B. Yeats, Mina Loy, Gertrude Stein, Wallace Stevens, William Carlos Williams, and Marianne Moore, as well as key movements such as Imagism, Objectivism, and the Harlem Renaissance. This book also addresses the impact of both world wars on experimental poetries and the crucial role of magazines in disseminating and proselytising on behalf of poetic modernism. The collection concludes with a wide-ranging discussion of the inheritance of modernism in recent writing on both sides of the Atlantic.
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Preface A History of Modernist Poetry provides a survey of anglophone poetic modernisms, from the 1890s to the 1940s and beyond. The volume takes cognisance of the renaissance in the study of modernisms that has been underway since the late 1990s, reflecting and contributing to the sea change in the discipline brought about by the New Modernist Studies: the opening-up of the canon to include modernist poets who, whether on grounds of gender, ethnicity, or poetic praxis, were marginalised within earlier understandings of modernism; and the extension of the chronology of modernism to the Second World War and the decolonising era of the 1960s, in which the legacies of the modernists were creatively re-interpreted by poets according to their own agendas. At the same time, however, the present History acknowledges the profound and inescapable contribution to poetic modernism of, for example, Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot, poets long recognised as canonical. While A History of Modernist Poetry registers recent developments in scholarship, it also recognises that a literary history is, by definition, distinct from the often enabling 'turf wars' of literary criticism, in that it must provide, as far as is possible, an 'objective' and accurate perspective on modernist poetry in history. This History offers, in one volume, a comprehensive resource which encompasses detailed readings and historical contextualisations of major modernist poets, movements and schools within poetic modernism, and discussion of the origins, formal innovations and thematic, political, racialised, and gendered preoccupations of modernist poetry, from the fin de siècle 
